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Abstract: The idea of healthy eating at university is building partly on the insights from the School Food Transition 

that has taken part in Europe over the past decades. At the same time there is a growing interest in developing 

university into healthy places building on the idea of the settings approach to health promotion. This presentation 

outlines how an intervention protocol for healthy eating and physical activity could be developed in collaboration 

between AAU and UFRJ.



European School food revolution

a new focus on 

• eating patterns among young people

• strategic use of  public food procurement

• local community connectedness

• sustainable food consumption incl organic

food

• increasing food literacy

• social innovation

Sonnino & Morgan



The intervention: foodscape

• Apply keyhole

• Apply whole grain

• FV – firmafrugt

• Implement tap water fountains

• Implement menu board labelling
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The intervention: movescape

• 300 cycle parkinglots

• 300 lockers

• Change rooms and showering facilities

• Subscribe to municipal mobile cycle repair workshop

• Tracking and route planning on super cycle paths
(supercykelstier) 

• The Campus Health Club

• The fittnes centre

• The grand dance hall

• Massage and physio therapist service
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The sampling
Networked distribution based on snowballing & WOM
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The Use of Social Media in Data 

Collection for Public Health Research
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The idea: inspired by the Plank#day

Dr. Sherry Pagoto, a licensed clinical psychologist and an 

Associate Professor of Medicine at the University of 

Massachusetts Medical School



The theoretical foundation

• Word of mouth: Bruyn et al (2009)

• Lazarsfeld & Katz’ multistep 

communication theory

• Pareto’s 20/80

• Gladwell’s Law of the Few 

– connectors, mavens or salesmen
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Settings

theoretical foundation

• Ecological model of health 

promotion

• Systems approach

• Whole system organization 

development and change focus

Dooris, 2005



Settings

“Health is created and lived by people 

within the settings of their everyday life; 

where they learn, work, play, and love.“

The Ottawa Charter (1986)



Settings

the case of university
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Systems approach

”Whole School Approach” 

Dooris, 2005)



(The design
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Intervention focus
Mediators

Moderators

Health Status 

Outcome Measures

• Nutrition

• Physical Activity

• Mental health

• Well being

• Crowd sourcing

• Facebook

• Twitter

• Foodscape

• Movescape

• Goal setting

• Action P

• Coping P

• Time 

• Stress

• Distraction

• Sleep

• Money

Psycho Social variables

• Self efficacy

• Outcome expectancy

• Perceived Behavioural

Control

Health Behaviour

Outcome Measures

BMI

HEI

PAI



Outcome measurement

• Questionnaire

–Dietary

–Physical activity

• Mobile apps/web interfaces
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Local connectedness,

Campus’n Community & SSR



The AAU healthy

foodscape programme
• Campus Foodscape Assesment Scheme (CAFAS)

• Formative research for the Education for Lifeskills

intervention protocol (EduLife)

• SUNDIVERSITETET – the healthy lifestyle campus club

• Campus’n Community – Scientific Social 

Responsibility (SSR) program

• EuroHPU – Health Promoting Universities, Europe
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TransContinental HPU

Eat Well, Eat Local, Eat Together



Conclusion

• PPP

• Mobility funds are there

• Research idea is there

• Case is there

• Subjects are there

• Opportunity for DK/BR coop


